Form and Function Meet Fun
The Segway® Personal Transporter (PT) i2 SE is the
perfect synthesis of function, form and fun. The i2
SE travels seamlessly both indoors, passing through
a standard doorway, and outdoors. It’s capable of
impressive range and speed making it ideal for trips
that are too far to walk and too short to drive — and
our SegSolution accessory packages meet the needs
of nearly every glider.

FEATURES
Wide Platform

Our wide base platform is
optimized for rider comfort

LeanSteer

With quick removal for easy storage
and transport in almost any vehicle

Gliding Lights

Ensure your PT can be readily seen
in low light conditions

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight

105 lbs.

47.7 kg

Footprint

19” x 25”

48 cm x 63 cm

Max Speed

12.5 mph

20 kph

Range*

Up to 24 mi

Up to 38 km

The Segway PT i2 SE is perfect for errand runners,
commuters, recreational riders, outdoor enthusiasts,
RV travelers, warehouse supervisor and material
handlers – anyone and everyone.
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*Actual range depends on terrain, payload and riding style
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COMMUTER SOLUTION
Glide up to 24 miles in a quick, comfortable and eco-friendly
way. This package delivers additional storage as well as a
handlebar accessory that features an articulating mount for your
smartphone/tablet to help you navigate and stay connected.

COMMERCIAL SOLUTION
Improve productivity by efficiently traveling throughout vast
warehouses and easily maneuvering in narrow aisles by
leveraging the i2 SE’s zero turning radius. This package
features a practical quick release carrying mount for rapid
loading/unloading of cargo, waterproof storage cases and a
handlebar accessory that features a smartphone/tablet
articulating mount to keep you connected to the team.

LOGISTICS SOLUTION
Further improve productivity with enhancements to our
Commercial Package. This package boasts the option of either
cargo cases or open storage bins to meet your specific needs.
This configuration also offers the incredibly useful Power Pack
Front Mount Case that provides riders storage as well as a
12 volt battery to power additional lighting, a warning horn and
charge a smartphone/tablet.

CAMOUFLAGE SOLUTION
Camo your glide, venture out and explore -- purely for fun! This
package appeals to the inner warrior in all of us with its Mossy
Oak Break-Up Infinity™ camouflage pattern. It’s adhered to the
LeanSteer, center console and fenders with a robotics application
process to ensure a superior quality finish.

For detailed information on the components and cost of each accessory package, please refer to the SegSolutions Dealer and Distributor Overview
or contact your Regional Sales Director. To place an order, contact Custom Care.

